against ‘except Muslims’ phrase in Act, says KTR

The committee directed the TS government to recognize that Muslims were included in the list of people to be given special facilities as a part of the Act. The committee held that, after the recognition of this point, the discussions on the Act should be continued within the framework of the Act, and the people's rights and the law should be protected.

SC panel completes TS, AP power staff bifurcation

In its final orders, the committee advised the TS and AP government to move the case to the Supreme Court, which is now considering the issue. The committee held that the bifurcation of the employees' list should not be allowed, and the employees should be given the option to choose their preferred department.

KTR will be next CM: Srivinas Goud
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India’s star shuttler ignore threat on traffic violations
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The committee held that the bifurcation of the employees' list should not be allowed, and the employees should be given the option to choose their preferred department.
The committee afﬁliated to TS 132 employees who exer- cised their option to work in Telangana. The committee also afﬁliated another 241 employees who they themselves asked to be relieved from the service.

However, the committee did not eafﬁliate the options given by 256 employees working in all 260. Among these, 90 employees are destined to be reserved for AP.

SRST female staff serve maroon uniform
Continued from Page 1
Sudha and female employ- ees were glad that their need and demands were being ful- ﬁlled at the end of the four-year tenure. “It is an important uniform colour for our force. We will exhibit a change in colour. The new uniform will have a coat of arms that has changed to the industry,” she said.

Meanwhile, female TSRTC employees will continue to grace the roads with their new uniform. Sudha said they too expressed satisfaction with their uniform soon.

KTR will be next CM...
Continued from Page 1
It has become a habit for several years to protect people from the problem of communal incitement.

Public opinion of any party that parties should not be involved in communal and religious issues. People of all religions can meet the CM. The publication of ‘Palk Modi app’ is a simple, rapid progress that the villages have been afﬁliated under Palle Pragathi programme, in Gopalpally.

Addressing the programme, the Minister said that the villagers are lagging in collection of Palle Pragathi Mobile application, which was specially introduced for the programme.

The Minister has afﬁliated the provisions of the Palle Pragathi Constituency (PPC) of the new organization of the department. The village of Asifabad, afﬁliated under the Asifabad Constituency (PPC), the new organization of the department. The village of Asifabad, afﬁliated under the Asifabad Constituency (PPC), the new organization of the department.

Municipal Elections

CCE, NRC, will be BJP’s poll plank
Party will hold rallies and create awareness among people, says Laxman

The TDP has afﬁliated elections for the Union soon. Hope, the ﬁrst time, we are having elections. People will understand that this election is for the good of the people. The people will understand that this election is for the good of the people.

The TDP’s election campaign will be continued from the 1st of the year. We will create awareness among people. We will go to the people with our hands empty to understand that this election is for the good of the people. The people will understand that this election is for the good of the people.

Palle Pragathi to keep tab on progress of works

Finance Minister T Harish Rao has afﬁliated Palle Pragathi Mobile application, which was specially introduced for the programme.

The Minister is reviewing the progress of the programme in Gopalpally.

Addressing the programme, the Minister said that the villagers are lagging in collection of Palle Pragathi Mobile application, which was specially introduced for the programme. The Minister has afﬁliated the provisions of the Palle Pragathi Constituency (PPC) of the new organization of the department. The village of Asifabad, afﬁliated under the Asifabad Constituency (PPC), the new organization of the department.

The Congs’ efforts will be to try to highlight the mistakes between the TRS, MI and Congress parties on the party office on the road.

Owaisi should be booked for sedition: BJP MP

BJP MP from Nizamabad, Arvind Sharma (in red), has afﬁliated Owaisi saying that the AIMIM Chief started a new kind of politics.

"Owaisi is communal and sent behind bars for atrocities against Muslims. We cannot address a public gathering where a communal and anti-social section is at present present. Owaisi and his party are communal and anti-social section are at present present.

"Owaisi is communal and had been behind bars for some time. He has afﬁliated Owaisi saying that the AIMIM Chief started a new kind of politics.
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ED books ex director of IMS

Environment Protection Act. ACB’s investigation against the accused for duping an air hostess for an air ticket in connection with her job. The woman gave the accused Rs 15,000 for the ticket, which was not provided. The accused later absconded.

A Saudi national, pursuing an engineering in a private college from Riyadh to Hyderabad. The student was identified as 11-year-old girl in Siddipet district of Telangana.

A 25-year-old man who was arrested by the police for duping an air hostess for a ticket.

Sindhu has been one of the best performers among the athletes. She has been the stand-out performer in the recent times, Sindhu has been seen as a strong nation builder.

At the Centre for Water Resources in Delhi, the Water Resources Ministry.

JNTU Prof wins national award

The development comes on the back of IIFA’s decision to include the art of Judo in the list of disciplines at the IIFA Awards.

A 40-year-old woman who was killed by a car at Jakalir village in Mahabubnagar.

The Central Crime Station (CCS) officials will be filing a fresh complaint against the accused for duping an air hostess in connection with her job. The accused will be produced before the court on Tuesday.

A Saudi national, pursuing an engineering in a private college from Riyadh to Hyderabad. The student was identified as 11-year-old girl in Siddipet district of Telangana.

A 25-year-old man who was arrested by the police for duping an air hostess for a ticket.

Sindhu has been one of the best performers among the athletes. She has been the stand-out performer in the recent times, Sindhu has been seen as a strong nation builder.

At the Centre for Water Resources in Delhi, the Water Resources Ministry.

JNTU Prof wins national award

The development comes on the back of IIFA’s decision to include the art of Judo in the list of disciplines at the IIFA Awards.

A 40-year-old woman who was killed by a car at Jakalir village in Mahabubnagar.
When new friendships are struck or BONHOMIE ENDS
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No deaths due to rail accidents in 2019

Safer train system in 2019

Indian Railways has recorded no train accidents in 2019, making it the nation’s safest calendar year in history, according to official data. While railway workers witnessed fatal accidents during the last four years, they saw no such loss of life during the first 11 months of 2019.

While 3,630 were injured in 2015 or 1,144 in 2016, 364 workers were injured in 2017 and 139 in 2018. Similarly, a total of 28 deaths occurred during the last four years, but none were reported in 2019.

While 319 were injured, 107 died, and 93 lost their lives during the first 11 months of 2019, a railway officer said.

Rahul Gandhi shakes a leg with tribals in Raipur

Former Congress President Rahul Gandhi on Friday participated in the opening of the 23rd All India Tribal Dance Festival and showed his dancing skills on the stage.

Chhattisgarh Chief Minister Bhupesh Baghel welcomed Rahul Gandhi, who inaugurated the three-day festival. Rahul Gandhi joined a group while they were dancing. He danced with the tribal groups in the ‘Bander Chhail’

Traffic snarl on Srinagar National Highway

NEW DELHI: A traffic snarl on the Srinagar toll plaza on National Highway 1 on Monday could not draw thorough bypassing, the traffic police said.

Traffic jam on the highway due to weather triggering protests in Kashmir.

The traffic police claimed that the highest in the closed valley was not allowed to bypass as the police personnel were in the mode of the traffic control post on the toll plaza. There was a huge jam on the highway on both sides from where the traffic was ploughing towards Srinagar.

As a result of the stoppage of traffic, heavy vehicles, heavy cars on roads and the unemploy- ment rate seat on a 10 kilometer long, but PM Narendra Modi is not in a position to understand it. An expert said people are asking why they can’t go to jobs. If you can’t go and give your money to the government. As per the minimum wage, if you measure the growth rate of the GDP in the last 12 months, it was 20% poor people are sitting that their money from their entire capital, what they will be doing. If you look at the Prime Minister of all tribal dances, he is our pride.

They participated in the work with the help of local residents, saying they did it so that they could not be blamed for the rise in crime and at the same time promote the Indian government’s ‘Vande Bharat’ initiative.

Bedi is woman without conscience: Narayanasamy

Puducherry Chief Minister V Narayanasamy on Friday said that the Congress leader Anna Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam (ADMK) working president K Palaniswami was ‘woman without conscience’.

“Women are being targeted by the central government. K Palaniswami is responsible for such propaganda which is being propagated through the party as well as the state government in Tamil Nadu. The statement is not at all supporting the women”, he said.

NRC, NPR attack on poor, for ‘produce citizens’

Opposition leaders have accused the government of trying to produce citizens by the use of the National Register of Citizens (NRC) and the National Population Register (NPR) in the country.

Welcoming the report of the UN Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, J assigning the UN Human Rights Council, he said the report points towards the inaction of the international community as it is the biggest and biggest part of the world.

The report points towards some of the worst human rights violations in the region have been committed by the Israeli authorities in the Occupied Palestinian Territory.

The report points towards the inaction of the international community as it is the biggest and biggest part of the world.
Time for change

With no milestone achievements in ensuring gender parity, a radical shift in attitudes is needed

Defusing Tensions

Sir — This refers to the editorials “River over NPF” (December 23) and “Poweful panacea” (December 23). The fact that the National Register of Citizens (NRC) that was prepared in 2018 has been found to be partly flawed has been highlighted in the Editorials. A recent report by the United Nations Human Rights Council, which was submitted by the UN Special Rapporteur on the human rights situation in Myanmar, has raised concerns about the NRC and the Citizenship (Amendment) Bill (CAB). The report highlights the risk of discrimination and stigmatization, particularly among the Rohingya community, who have been excluded from the NRC. The report calls for a more inclusive and transparent process to address the concerns of the Rohingya community.

Sir — This refers to the editorials “River over NPF” (December 23) and “Poweful panacea” (December 23). The fact that the National Register of Citizens (NRC) that was prepared in 2018 has been found to be partly flawed has been highlighted in the Editorials. A recent report by the United Nations Human Rights Council, which was submitted by the UN Special Rapporteur on the human rights situation in Myanmar, has raised concerns about the NRC and the Citizenship (Amendment) Bill (CAB). The report highlights the risk of discrimination and stigmatization, particularly among the Rohingya community, who have been excluded from the NRC. The report calls for a more inclusive and transparent process to address the concerns of the Rohingya community.

Unfair selection

Former Indian star spinner Harbhajan Singh has stirred a hornet's nest by questioning team India selectors’ calls.
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Unlock the power of partnerships

It's time like-minded organisations come together to forge collaborations that can catalyse public health and development. The author says Sita R BUDARAJA and RANJAN WADHWA.

The vision of a sustainable and equitable world forge on with the Paris Agreement in place. But it will take all of us to keep us on track. Governments, civil society, the private sector, and individuals must work together to reach the 1.5°C climate stabilization target and limit global warming by reducing greenhouse gas emissions. When nations invest in areas, including health, nutrition, and education, their children’s lives are improved. When public and private funding growth is robust, a nation's human capital—knowledge, skills, and health—can be enhanced.

The authors believe that in order to achieve these goals, public private partnerships (PPP) need to be redefined. PPPs that link the public and private sectors and have the potential to be a key driver or catalyst to drive transformation and help reach the SDGs.

Recent history witnessed some powerful examples of such partnerships. The India Health Fund, which is focussed on strengthening India's health system, is one such example. The fund has a strong partnership model, and collaboration and coordination can lead to significant impact on the development of solutions and implementation from these findings and experiences.

Technology can help public sector organisations become a viable partner in addressing crucial health and development challenges. Many companies are embracing technology to help address challenges such as the global fight against the COVID-19 pandemic.

However, with the exception of research, resources, reach, and expertise, the private sector has been absent in the development of India’s health system. The private sector’s role in India’s health system is underdeveloped. With the exception of research, resources, reach, and expertise, the private sector has been absent in the development of India’s health system. The private sector’s role in India’s health system is underdeveloped.

Despite these efforts, there is still a huge scope for alliances and partnerships to further the momentum. High-level time-related collaborations came together to forge partnerships that catalyze public-private collaboration and accelerate the adoption of technology. These partnerships are primarily driven by the need to improve health outcomes for the nation, vastness in terms of both quality and quantity issues. This makes it clear that there is a need to be aware of the landscape of changes that nations are facing in order to make a digital leap towards the industrial revolution.

Digital infrastructure is now forming the backbone of the growth of all types of organisations. The introduction of artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning is revolutionising the health system in the world, right behind China and the US. However, this is not enough.

The Government has made several efforts to encourage the use of technology in its own service delivery systems. The use of technology in health care has been a reality for a long time.

The Government has made several efforts to encourage the use of technology in its own service delivery systems. The use of technology in health care has been a reality for a long time.
Unemployment tops worry for urban Indians

Nearly half of the urban Indians are most concerned about unemployment, a clear indication of the pressure this group is under to think about the future, according to a survey of 3,000 households across 14 cities. The results were obtained through the Institute for Financial and Political Corruption, Crime and Social Inequality (IFPC). 

Money Today

H G Infra shares jump 10 pc as cap infusions stay intact

H G Infra shares today rose 10 pc to Rs 175.30 on the BSE after the company announced that the cap infusions stay intact for the current financial year. Earlier, the company had announced that the cap infusions could be reduced or reallocated.

Vistara partners with Nelco for inflight data services

Vistara, the full-service carrier, is partnering with Nelco to provide inflight data services on its flights. The carrier said it aims to roll out inflight data services onboard its flights by the end of the year.

BHEL commissions 60 MW unit in HP

BHEL has commissioned a 60 MW unit at the Himachal Pradesh High Court's project in the state of Himachal Pradesh. The unit was commissioned as part of the Himachal Pradesh High Court project in the state of Himachal Pradesh.

India ranks 47th out of 56 countries in housing price appreciation; rates up

India is ranked 47th out of 56 countries in housing price appreciation, according to a report released by the National Housing Bank. The report, titled "The State of Housing Finance in India," highlights that the country's housing finance sector has witnessed significant growth over the years.

Vistara’s new inflight data deal with Nelco

Vistara, the full-service domestic airline, has signed a deal with Nelco, the data services provider, to offer inflight data services on its flights. The deal covers all Vistara’s domestic flights.

Bengal cooperative banks lend Rs 36,000 cr in last 5 years: Mira

Bengal cooperative banks have lent Rs 36,000 crore in the last five years, according to a report by the State Bank of India. The report highlights the significant role played by these banks in the state's economic development.

Consumers tear-eyed over pricier foods, items bite

With food prices rising, consumers are experiencing a tough time as they struggle to cope with the increase in the cost of living. While the government has implemented various measures to control inflation, the impact is yet to be felt in the pockets of the average person.

Unemployment top worry for urban Indians

Nearly half of the urban Indians are most concerned about unemployment, a clear indication of the pressure this group is under to think about the future, according to a survey of 3,000 households across 14 cities. The results were obtained through the Institute for Financial and Political Corruption, Crime and Social Inequality (IFPC). 

Money Today

H G Infra shares jump 10 pc as cap infusions stay intact

H G Infra shares today rose 10 pc to Rs 175.30 on the BSE after the company announced that the cap infusions stay intact for the current financial year. Earlier, the company had announced that the cap infusions could be reduced or reallocated.

Vistara partners with Nelco for inflight data services

Vistara, the full-service carrier, is partnering with Nelco to provide inflight data services on its flights. The carrier said it aims to roll out inflight data services onboard its flights by the end of the year.

BHEL commissions 60 MW unit in HP

BHEL has commissioned a 60 MW unit at the Himachal Pradesh High Court's project in the state of Himachal Pradesh. The unit was commissioned as part of the Himachal Pradesh High Court project in the state of Himachal Pradesh.

India ranks 47th out of 56 countries in housing price appreciation; rates up

India is ranked 47th out of 56 countries in housing price appreciation, according to a report released by the National Housing Bank. The report, titled "The State of Housing Finance in India," highlights that the country's housing finance sector has witnessed significant growth over the years.

Vistara’s new inflight data deal with Nelco

Vistara, the full-service domestic airline, has signed a deal with Nelco, the data services provider, to offer inflight data services on its flights. The deal covers all Vistara’s domestic flights.

Bengal cooperative banks lend Rs 36,000 cr in last 5 years: Mira

Bengal cooperative banks have lent Rs 36,000 crore in the last five years, according to a report by the State Bank of India. The report highlights the significant role played by these banks in the state's economic development.

Consumers tear-eyed over pricier foods, items bite

With food prices rising, consumers are experiencing a tough time as they struggle to cope with the increase in the cost of living. While the government has implemented various measures to control inflation, the impact is yet to be felt in the pockets of the average person.
Khurrana told responsible. It's just that films which revolved around pre-rooted casteism in Indian society. It is the duty of the common man and make us a common citizen. One should be unafraid to look for one's passion. Believe that you can and be who you are meant to be.

PTI.

Anand Kumar, who runs a coaching centre for students of all levels, experience and background, says Kritika when asked about the drives behind her passion. "It all started when I was 10 years old. I was never good at handstands, so I was always struggling to get out of the class, and before I knew it, I was taking part in various kinds of sports and began doing well in them. I took part in almost every sport at the school. I even participated in national-level competitions and eventually took up athletics after my Class 10," she says.

"I was noticed that I was']

Bollywood goes ‘social’

For Bollywood, 2019 was the year of socially relevant films that straddled box office success with hits like Bala, Article 15, Gully Boy having cerebral content.

One of the biggest money spinners of the year was Koffee with Karan, which was also a misfit in the minds of many. But, Bollywood offered a counter narrative in the form of Jawaani Jaaneman starring Saif Ali Khan, Kapoor Khan, and Boney Kapoor. Deadpool and Marvel

Bala and Good Newwz, which focussed on the issue of male pattern baldness, also offered a brave take on the subject, these two stood out. Many movies focusing on the issue of male pattern baldness, also offered a brave take on the subject, these two stood out. Many movies focusing on the issue of male pattern baldness, also offered a brave take on the subject, these two stood out.

Lagaan, starring Sonam Kapoor in the lead role, was one of the first major Bollywood productions in deals with homosexuality though there was some controversy. "I want people to see that there is always an opportunity for a person to pursue their passion and dream. People go on their dreams but sometimes their passion or interest lies. One should be unafraid to look for one's passion. Believe that you can and be who you are meant to be."

In the past, there were attempts to talk about social issues through films, but the approach was different. There was a need for a fresh perspective, a new way of looking at things. With the success of films like Bala and Good Newwz, there is a sign that films are allowing their writers and directors to experiment with different genres and plots.

"A writer should write what he/she does best, what moves her/him profoundly, no matter the genre or plot. Fortunately, that's what we have in Bala and Good Newwz. The films that deal with social issues and are not afraid to take their place in the mainstream. It shows that writers are allowing that social conscience to influence their work and create a wonderful trend," noted writer Anupama Kulkarni.

The success of Abhishek Bachchan and Varun Dhawan, who have pursued careers in comedy, is a reminder that it is possible to have a successful career in Bollywood. It is also a sign that the industry is willing to experiment with different genres and plots.

"The recent success of Abhishek Bachchan with a film that can challenge the angst of a common man and make a few more aware as a society," added Bhushan. 
Indian badminton star PV Sindhu inaugurated the SL Temple City project recently at Yadadri.

Telangana Minister for Sports and Excise, V Srinivas Goud, many political leaders and well-wishers attended the launch event and had a gala time.
At last, the leading man and lady of Mahasamudram have been finalised. NAGARAJ GOUD writes how filmmaker Ajay Bhupathi managed to breathe life into his long-awaited project

First look

At the trailer launch, Megastar Chiranjeevi enthused about his joint production venture between Konidela Production Company and Mahesh Babu. He was all praise for his director Koratala Siva and said that Koratala had been his lifelong dream to direct the film. Earlier efforts to take the film on the sets of his next film, Chiranjeevi had been delayed due to various reasons.

The pioneer

At the trailer launch, Megastar Chiranjeevi enthused about his joint production venture between Konidela Production Company and Mahesh Babu. He was all praise for his director Koratala Siva and said that Koratala had been his lifelong dream to direct the film. Earlier efforts to take the film on the sets of his next film, Chiranjeevi had been delayed due to various reasons.

New beginnings for CHIRU-KORATALA film

For more than two years, the megastar has been planning to cast a hero opposite Chiranjeevi and the superstar has been on the lookout for a new hero. Earlier, the film was rumoured to be titled Acharya, which is a science fiction film. However, sources close to the production house have revealed that the film is now being rechristened as Acharya, which will be a tribute to Chiranjeevi.
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Aus take charge against Black Caps

**AFL MELBOURNE**

Aussie fast bowlers were not only the stars tonight but dominated the day overall as New Zealand continued to show no signs of momentum in the first Test match at the Wankhede on Thursday. The visitors are 193/3 at stumps for 6 runs after they took 2nd day lead of 7 runs. It is the Test debut for Bowler Umesh Yadav, who was picked in the squad based on his performance in the domestic season.

**New Zealand**

New Zealand wrapped up the innpings of India for 217. They are just 201/4 after a productive second day at the Wankhede. The visitors lost two wickets on the second day, and the second day was a wet day. The match started at 10:00 am and was delayed for about an hour.

**India**

India lost their first wicket early in the day, and the second wicket fell quickly. The visitors lost two wickets on the second day, and the second day was a wet day. The match started at 10:00 am and was delayed for about an hour.

**Mumbai collapse to 10-wkt loss**

Railways beat Punjab to reach the quarter-finals of the Ranji Trophy after the hosts posted a paltry score of 7/10 in the 20th over of the match. The Railways side topped the points table with 12 points in the tournament so far. Punjab could only manage 105/4 at the end of the innings. Railways will now meet Tamil Nadu in the quarter-finals scheduled for next week.

**Kolkata**

Kolkata were 160/3 at stumps on the second day of their Ranji Trophy clash with Jharkhand at the Eden Gardens on Thursday. The visitors are 76/4 after losing the first wicket quickly. The match started at 10:30 am and was delayed for about an hour.

**Deli**

Deli were 240/3 at stumps on the second day of their Ranji Trophy clash with Madhya Pradesh at the Kirtiagarh Stadium on Thursday. The visitors are 129/1 after losing the first wicket quickly. The match started at 10:30 am and was delayed for about an hour.

**Delhi**

Delhi were 24/1 at stumps on the second day of their Ranji Trophy clash with Haryana at the Ferozeshah Kotla on Thursday. The visitors are 70/2 after losing the first wicket quickly. The match started at 10:30 am and was delayed for about an hour.

**Bengal**

Bengal were 112/3 at stumps on the second day of their Ranji Trophy clash with Jharkhand at the Eden Gardens on Thursday. The visitors are 69/2 after losing the first wicket quickly. The match started at 10:30 am and was delayed for about an hour.